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EUL-2SUB - PA Subwoofer

This series of speaker systems including subwoofer from MONACOR sets standards in the modern
PA technology: high-quality lacquered cabinets of a perfect design, lightweight but stable and of high
power capability, featuring a good sound and a high efficiency. They are available as EUL-2... in the
professional 100V technique. Real PA speaker systems which can be used for versatile applications
at a particularly favourable price. Innovative PA subwoofer system in 100V line technique   Lacquered
cabinet, equipped with a 30cm (12") bass speaker for a deep and dynamic bass reproduction, SPEAKON
connections (input and sat out/par. out), stand sleeve, of an appealing design. The high efficiency perfectly
matches the EUL-2 but it is also suitable as an addition to many other 100V systems, of course. The built-in
crossover network (low-pass) allows a reproduction of bass frequencies which can normally not be located,
thus the EUL-2SUB is an ideal solution for numerous 100V systems where the bass reproduction is not
powerful enough (e.g. at many column speakers or ceiling speaker systems). The EUL-2SUB can be placed
anywhere in the room and simply be connected in parallel to the 100V line, as long as the reserves of the
amplifier are sufficient for it. Matching adapter piece for speaker system PAST-12/SW (100 cm) is available at
option. MDF
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Technical data:

Power capabilities :
100V operation : 120/90/60/30WRMS

8 Ohm operation : -
General information :
Frequency range : 38-250Hz
SPL (1W/1m) : 95dB
Admiss. ambient temp. : 0-40 °C
Dimensions : 420x430x445mm
Weight : 19.5kg
Connections : 1 x SPEAKON IN,1 x SPEAKON par. out/sat out
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